**Cardiovascular instruments**

For professional cardio- surgical operations a whole variety of instruments is available.

Aneurysm Clip Systems out of titan or phynox and unique applying forceps made from memory steel of highest quality.

The aneurysm clips are delivered with different strength of force, degrees of opening and degrees of bending. Naturally this applies for almost every cardiovascular instrument that is supplied. The variety and diversity of instruments is huge. Bulldog Clamps of every type like Dieffenbach, Shunt or John-Hopkins can be ordered. With atraumatic bulldog clamps there comes a great variety of options as well (Gregory, Santulli, Diethrich).

Depending on the type of operation, cardiovascular instruments with preset pressure or clamps with a screw for individual pressure adjustment can be used. It should be noted that rip spreaders and sternal retractors are easier to handle if they are made from lightweight aluminum. Atrium retractors as well as aorta retractors with a flexible shaft allow adjustability. Atraumatic clamps of Colley or Debakey design of highest quality ensure accuracy and high performance during surgeries by not damaging tissue or vessels by clamping. This gives a level of high safety to the patient and ensures a positive result of the surgery. Furthermore, specially constructed utility trays make efficient storage combined with fast accessibility possible.

Successful operations are easier with the best cardiovascular instruments available.